EADH online Abstract Submission - How to?

Step one: Access https://www.eadph.org/abstract-submission
Read all the information carefully, watch the video and then scroll down!

Login with your account, if you already have one or click the small button below to register!
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Step two: Register if you don’t have an account, otherwise you can skip this part and go directly to STEP FIVE!

Fill in all the necessary info and then click on „REGISTER“ in the right corner!
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Step three: You will an activation E-Mail!

Click on the this E-Mail to activate your account!

Second: Request a new password:

And follow the instructions in the E-Mail you will get!
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Step four: You are ready to go! Go to step five!
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Step Five: LOG IN!

After successful login you may see something like this:
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Step six: Enter your abstract

ABSTRACT SUBMISSION FORM:

Click on „New Abstract“. You can submit more than one abstract with your account by the way and also use this account for further congresses!
Step seven: Fill out all the necessary information, please be aware of all the information you have to consider! Then click „SUBMIT“.
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Congrats! You will see all the abstract you have submitted and can either edit or delete them at any time until the deadline has arrived!